Abstract With the advent of the cancer stem cell hypothesis, the field of cancer research has experienced a revolution in how we think of and approach cancer. The discovery of ''brain tumor stem cells'' has offered an explanation for several long-standing conundrums on why brain tumors behave the way they do to treatment. Despite the great amount of research that has been done in order to understand the molecular aspects of malignant gliomas, the prognosis of brain tumors remains dismal. The slow progress in extending the survival of patients with malignant CNS neoplasms is very likely due to poor understanding of the cell of origin in these tumors. This review article discusses the progress in our understanding of brain tumor stem cells as the cell of origin in brain cancers. We review the different proposed mechanisms of how brain tumor stem cells may originate, the intracellular pathways disrupted in the pathogenesis of BTSCs, the molecular markers used to identify BTSCs, the molecular mechanisms of cancer initiation and progression, and finally the clinical implications of this research.
Introduction
Over the last decade, strong evidence has supported the theory that human tumors are composed of a heterogeneous collection of cells with varying tumor initiation potential. Based on evidence gathered from the study of leukemic cells, it was discovered that only a subset of cells isolated from various solid tumors, such as breast [1] , pancreas [2] , prostate [3] , head and neck [4] , and colon [5] cancers, retained the ability to initiate tumor formation upon transplantation into mice. An investigation of human brain tumors revealed a similar trend, where a small collection of cells, called Brain Tumor Stem Cells (BTSC), were distinguished from other cells in the tumor stroma in that they (1) exhibited the properties of traditional neural stem cells, namely the ability to self-renew over an extended period of time in addition to exhibiting mutipotent potential (neurons, astroglia) [6, 7] and (2) these BTSCs possessed the ability to initiate brain tumors upon injection into immunocompromised mice, with a histological and invasive pattern similar to the original tumor [8] . There is mounting evidence to suggest that BTSCs are responsible for the highly invasive [9] and resistance [10] potential of a large majority of human brain tumors. Several groups report that this unique group of cells has the ability to migrate long distances in the brain parenchyma [11] , and exhibit profound resistance to both chemotherapy and radiotherapy [12] . Radical resection of the tumor bed has failed to remove these rapidly proliferating cells, with Walter Dandy as far back as the 1930s reported recurrence of contralateral gliomas even after hemispherectomy [13] . Extent of surgery is often limited by the fact that gliomas can infiltrate surrounding tissues well beyond the MR-demarcated contrast-enhancing boundaries via perivascular spaces and myelinated fiber tracts. In an autopsy series by Selazar and Rubin, nearly half of GBMs extended beyond one lobe, 25% involved an entire hemisphere, and 25% crossed to the other hemisphere [14] . Thus, complete resection of the tumor often is impossible without significant risk to quality of life. Considering the marked resistance of BTSCs to radiotherapy and chemotherapy, there is now a new emphasis on specifically targeting BTSCs in order to treat human brain tumors. A number of potential therapeutic modalities have come from the BTSC theory: inducing the differentiation of BTSCs into more committed lines with less proliferative capacity [15] , or by inhibiting intracellular pathways which promote BTSC proliferation [16] , or disrupting the niche upon which BTSCs rely on to survive [17] . The objective of this article is to review the origins of the BTSC hypothesis, adult NSCs and their relevance to the study of BTSCs, the intracellular pathways disrupted in the pathogenesis of BTSCs, the markers involved in identifying these stem cells, and finally the clinical application of the brain tumor stem cell hypothesis to the field of neuro-oncology.
Discovery of adult neural stem cells and the hierarchy of adult neurogenesis
The majority of cells in the adult CNS consist of an assortment of terminally differentiated cells with dedicated phenotypic properties as neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and ependymal cells. Until a few years ago, it was believed that the adult brain was a static organ with no potential for regeneration. Almost one hundred years ago, Santiago Ramon y Cajal, whose impact on the field of neuroscience resonates to this day, insisted that ''in adult centres, the nerve paths are something fixed, ended, immutable. Everything may die, nothing may be regenerated'' [18] . This rule was first challenged when Altman et al. [19] in 1962 noted that there were dividing cells in the adult rat brain, supported by Goldman and Nottebohm [20, 21] in female canaries, and subsequently confirmed in the adult human brain [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The in vitro isolation of these NSCs was not possible until the advent of the clonal neurosphere assay, where astrocytes that have been purified from tissue are grown in serum-free media supplemented with mitogens, basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) [27] . These conditions promote the formation of spherical aggregations termed ''neurospheres,'' which have the potential to differentiate and stain positive for all three major neural lineages: neurons, oligodendrocytes, and astrocytes. Only a subpopulation of cells within the neurosphere are actual stem cells. In order to identify a neural stem cell, the original neurosphere is dissociated and individual cells are sorted into separate wells. Wells that once again reform a neurosphere are thought to have contained a NSC. The clonal neurosphere assay has been instrumental in the identification and isolation of NSCs from the adult brain [27] as well as to prove the existence of BTSCs [8] (Fig. 1) .
The brain represents a complex hierarchy of cells, with NSCs adopting increasingly more dedicated functions and concurrently becoming more limited in differentiation potential. There are three different phases of proliferation during the fetal development of the mammalian brain. During the embryonic phase, NSCs of the central nervous system undergo symmetrical division to form identical copies, accumulating cells with massive proliferative potential. During the neurogenic phase, this potential is exploited where NSCs undergo multiple successions of asymmetrical division to (1) regenerate new NSCs and (2) differentiate into neural precursor cells. These precursor cells are lower on the hierarchy, and terminally differentiate after a limited set of divisions. In the final postneurogenesis stage, NSCs begin to terminally differentiate in all but three recognized areas of the adult mammalian brain: (1) the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventricles, (2) the subgranular layer of the hippocampal dentate gyrus, and (3) the olfactory bulbs.
The largest germinal center of the adult brain, the SVZ, maintains a hierarchy of cells, with NSCs at the top differentiating into more dedicated neural progenitor cells. The SVZ niche of stem cells in the rodent brain has been the most extensively studied and is the best understood to date [28] [29] [30] . In the adult brain, primary neural progenitors reside in the subventricular zone, displaced by ependymal cells. This is in contrast to the developing brain in which primary neural progenitors reside in the ventricular zone (VZ) as a pseudostraified epithelium in direct contact with the embryonic ventricles through an apical process, which maintains the germinal activity of the primary neural progenitors [23, [31] [32] [33] . The primary progenitors in the embryonic VZ are radial glia [34] . However, shortly after birth, radial glia transform into ependymal cells [35] and astrocytes [36] .
In the adult rodent SVZ, NSCs have been identified as the slow-growing type B1 cells [29] , which are derived from radial glia [37] . In the hierarchy, SVZ astrocytes (type B cells) function as stem cells and divide to give rise to rapidly dividing precursors (type C cells) that in turn generate neuroblasts (type A cells), which migrate to the olfactory bulb [28, 29, 38, 39] . These type A cells divide to directly give rise to new neurons in the adult brain [29] . The basal processes of type B1 cells wrap around chains of neuroblasts (type A cells), which migrate through these tube-like structures throughout the wall of the lateral ventricle forming a pathway from the SVZ to the olfactory bulb known as the rostral migratory stream (RMS) [28, 38, 39] .
The basal processes of type B1 cells are derived from radial glial fibers that terminate directly on blood vessels [21, 30, 40] . Focal aggregations of type C cells are scattered throughout the network of chains and rapidly divide to produce type A cells. The presence of stem cells in the adult brain has been implicated to be involved in the formation of a multitude of new neuronal connections and memory formation in the normal adult brain [41, 42] . More importantly for our discussion, these cells are also thought to contribute to the formation and progression of human central nervous system cancers [21, 43, 44] .
The discovery of cancer stem cells
The prevalent theory in cancer biology for years maintained that all cells within the tumor stroma were relatively homogeneous in their potential to regenerate tumors. It was first recognized by Bruce et al. [45] , however, that only a few blood cells isolated from leukemia patients had the ability to proliferate and differentiate in vivo. Further advancement in molecular biology allowed for the realization by researchers that the progeny of these cells were clonal in origin, suggesting that a small group of precursor cells were responsible for giving rise to the bulk of nonregenerating leukemic cells [46] . It was proposed that, much like during normal organogenesis, a hierarchy exists in tumors where tumor stem cells proliferate to give rise to tumor stromal cells that have significantly less or no proliferative potential [46, 47] . This concept spread to other cancer types, where it was found that only a subgroup of cells in human breast [1] , pancreas [2] , prostate [3] , head and neck [4] , and colon [5] cancer tissue were able to generate a new malignancy upon transplantation.
Ignatova et al. utilized the neurosphere assay, normally employed for the isolation of NSCs, to demonstrate that glioblastoma tissue also had the uncanny ability to form neurospheres [6] , with a bi-potential differentiating capacity, having the ability to generate neurons and astrocytes. Galli et al. [8] established through a series of experiments that neurospheres-forming cells isolated from human GBMs had the capacity to differentiate into the three lineages of the brain tissue (neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes) therefore qualifying as bona fide stem cells. In addition, those GBM derived stem cells had the unique ability to recapitulate the typical histologic, cytologic, and architectural features of the original human tumor when injected into an immunocompromised mouse, even after multiple serial passages of these cells in vitro [8] . Moreover, stem cells isolated with the stem cell marker CD133 could differentiate in vitro into tumor cells that phenotypically resembled those of the original tumor [48] , and these CD133 labeled cells had a robust tumor initiating capacity upon injection into mice [44] . Unlike neurospheres isolated from normal adult tissue, neurospheres isolated from human tumors contained genetic derangements and undergo aberrant proliferation and differentiation [7, 48] . Additionally, the number of neurospheres isolated in vitro correlated directly with the growth rate and invasive pattern of the tumor formed when injected into immunocompromised mice [49] . These findings suggests that the tumor environment is not a collection of a homogenous population of cells, but rather is composed of only a few ''cancer stem cells'' that have substantial proliferative potential to reform the original tumor upon transplantation in mice. Thus, similar to the differentiation potential hierarchy of the brain during fetal neurogenesis, only the BTSCs, which comprise a small portion of the tumor, are responsible for forming the bulk of the non-proliferative tumor stroma. The more of these cells found in the tumor, presumably, the greater the potential for the growth and spread of malignant tissue throughout the brain.
Markers in the identification of BTSCs
BTSCs share many of the molecular markers once thought to be exclusively attributed only to NSCs [50] . Two cell surface markers, Nestin and CD133 (prominin-1), have been of particular interest to groups attempting to unravel the mystery of brain tumor organization. It has been observed that these markers are associated with grade of malignancy [3, 51, 52] and are likely prognostic markers for brain tumor patients [51, 53] , and may identify brain tumor proliferating stem cells in a given sample. Intracellular markers, such as Musashi-1, have also been established as markers of normal NSCs [54] , and are known to be correlated with grade of malignancy [55] , suggesting that it may also be a marker of BTSCs. Recent evidence suggests that no individual marker may adequately characterize all BTSCs within a given tumor sample [56] , but rather, a collection of markers may be necessary to identify all such cells. Nestin is an intermediate filament (IF) protein, which is produced in both NSCs/neural progenitor cells during both embryogenesis [50] and in adult tissues [27, 57] , and is thought to mediate the morphological and adhesive properties of NSCs. Evidence has suggested that nestin expression is highly correlated with ''stemness,'' whereby NSCs which take on more committed roles result in a decrease in nestin expression and a concomitant rise in expression of neuronal [58] and glial specific cell markers [59] . Cells expressing this marker have been reported in multiple brain tumor samples isolated from human patients, including ependymomas [60] , pilocytic astrocytomas [61] , malignant astrocytomas [60] , and oligodendrogliomas [60] , and gliomas [3, 61] . These nestin positive brain tumor cells share some unique properties with NSCs: these cells have an enhanced invasive and migratory capacity as compared to nestin negative tumor stromal cells [62] , and experimental depletion of these cells in tumors correlate with decreased tumor growth [17] . Studies have also suggested that nestin may be used as an appropriate clinical marker for tumor aggressiveness, with some groups showing that tissues with increased nestin staining (suggesting greater concentration of BTSCs) are correlated with poorer outcomes [3] .
CD133 is a marker originally identified in human hematopoietic stem cells, but has now been shown to be an effective marker for stem cells from several organs [63, 64] . It was first noted that CD133 marked cells were prominent in post-natal murine tissue [64] . Upon further investigation, cells from normal neural tissue sorted specifically for CD133 had the unique ability to form neurospheres in vitro and gave rise to cells with both neuronal and glial markers, demonstrating the multilineage potential necessary to define a NSC [64] . When it was recognized that NSCs and BTSCs share many phenotypic properties, researchers began to sort for cells with the CD133 marker from tissue samples of brain tumor patients. It was noted that CD133-positive cells from human glioblastomas and medulloblastomas had the ability to also form neurospheres in vitro, and as few as 100 cells were required to successfully form tumors in immunodeficient mice [44] . Conversely, more than one million CD133-negative cells failed to form tumors upon identical injection in mice [44] . Although there has been overwhelming evidence to support this issue, more recent evidence call into question the reliability of CD133 as a marker for BTSCs. Wang et al. demonstrate that CD133-negative cells isolated from human brain tissue also have the ability to form tumors when transplanted in mice, and can also give rise to CD133-positive cells [65] , suggesting that multiple different cell surface markers are likely necessary to more consistently characterize BTSCs [65, 66] . Additionally, studies into the natural function of CD133 call into question traditional theories on the origins of BTSCs. For example, Griguer et al. notes that alternations in mitochondrial function among glioma cells can induce CD133 antigen production. These CD133 positive cells exhibit the traditional properities of BTSCs, namely multi-lineage potential and formation of tumor ''spheriods'' in neurosphere media. Conversely, replacement of dysfunctional mitochondrial genes can reverse CD133 expression [67] . This suggests that the expression of CD133 among glioma cells may in fact reflect an environmental stress response, further questioning the reliability of CD133 as a marker for stem cells.
Musashi-1 is an RNA-binding protein [68, 69] , which is expressed in the SVZ of numerous vertebrates [54, 68] . In rodents, Musashi-1 expression occurs predominantly in proliferating, multipotent neural precursor cells [54, 69, 70] and is progressively downregulated as neurogenesis proceeds [68] . Expression of this gene is finally lost in terminally differentiated, post-mitotic neurons [68] . Musashi-1 is thought to repress the translation of mRNAs believed to be involved in the differentiation of NSCs, and increasing evidence points towards this molecule's involvement in tumorigenesis [69] . The expression of Musashi-1 has been consistently correlated with both the grade of the malignancy and proliferative activity in gliomas [55] and also in neurospheres derived from brain tumors [7] , thus suggesting that this molecule may mark tumor proliferating brain tumor stem cells. However, more information needs to be gathered before a conclusion can be made about the true function of the Musashi protein and its relation to BTSCs.
Origins of brain cancer
It is believed that the deadly nature of a majority of human brain tumors can be attributed to tumor initiating BTSCs, which are incredibly resistant to chemo-and radiotherapy treatments [10] , and have an uncanny ability to invade the local brain parenchyma. The origin of these BTSCs is controversial, with three underlying theories on how these tumor initiating cells come about: (1) mature glia acquire mutations that endow them with unregulated ''stem cell'' like properties (Fig. 2) , (2) restricted neural progenitors, which normally terminally differentiate after successive divisions, acquire mutations which give them unregulated ''stem cell'' like properties (Fig. 3) , and (3) adult NSCs which normally have internal regulations on division and proliferation, acquire mutations which render them tumorigenic (Fig. 3) [6, 43] .
A significant amount of evidence points towards committed glial cells as the precursors of tumor initiating BTSCs (Fig. 2) . Reprogramming of adult skin cells to pluripotent embryonic stem cells by transfection of a small number of transcription factors [71] [72] [73] [74] suggest that cells once believed to be permanently quiescent can be experimentally endowed with ''stem cell'' like properties, necessitating the question of whether a similar process occurs during brain tumor pathogenesis. Several studies have demonstrated that early cortical astrocytes can be targeted in vitro or in vivo with oncogenes or activated signaling proteins to produce tumors in animal models, resulting in masses with glioma-like histology [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] . Knocking out the cell cycle regulator genes Ink4a-Arf from mature glial cells in rodents while concurrently upregulating the EGF Receptor, results in the formation of gliomas [75] . Additionally, the overexpression of the transcription factor gene, c-myc, in astrocytes results in the downregulation of astrocytic cell type marker GFAP and the upregulation of BTSC marker nestin [83] . Finally, introduction of a gene into astrocytes resulting in the overexpression of PDGF, a molecule which maintains glial precursors in an undifferentiated state, the increased the number of rodents that formed gliomas [84] . These observations suggest that even differentiated brain cells can acquire not only stem cell like abilities but also the ability to initiate tumor formation.
Another possible source of BTSCs are restricted neural progenitors (Fig. 3) , which are lower on the differentiation potential hierarchy and have a limited self-renewal potential. In order to become tumorigenic, these cells would have to acquire a mutation which would allow for increased self-renewal potential. Studies have shown that committed oligodendroglial progenitors can be induced through the modification of extracellular signals to gain stem-like properties [85] , resulting in chromatin remodeling and reactivation of the primitive neural epithelial marker, Sox2 [86] . As another example, in the postnatal brain, the NG2 progenitor cell population are the most actively cycling cells in the adult brain, and they have been reported to be multipotent [87, 88] . The majority of NG2 cells express the oligodendroglial marker Olig2, which is associated with oligodendroglial lineage development [89] , suggesting that NG2 cells are similar to or give rise to oligodendroglial precursors [90] . NG2 cells can be influenced in culture to produce neurons and astrocytes via epigenetic mechanisms [88] .
There are innumerable similarities between BTSCs and adult NSCs. Both sets of cells share multiple cell surface markers, exhibit a marked ability to migrate through the brain parenchyma, are able to form neurospheres when cultured in vitro, and have multipotent progeny. One prevalent theory on the origin of brain cancers asserts that they are a result of NSCs gone awry [48] (Fig. 3) . It has been observed that many gliomas tend to be adjacent to germinal areas [91, 92] , usually periventricular or contiguous with the SVZ [43, 93] . Evidence from animal models have shown that gliomas arising from the periventricular region can grow out into the deep white matter tracts and lose their apparent connection to the SVZ [94] . Additionally, experimental exposure of the adult CNS germinal centers with viral or chemical mutagens has been directly linked with the formation of gliomas in rats, with greater tendency to form gliomas if the area around the ventricles is exposed to mutagens as compared to the cerebral cortex [95, 96] . Additionally, younger rats with a more plastic central nervous system and presumably more NSCs have higher rates of glioma formation when exposed to mutagens than older rats [97] . More sophisticated tools in the recent decades have further supported this origin of BTSCs. Oncogenes that are under a nestin promoter, and therefore expressed in only NSCs, are extremely efficient in forming gliomas [77] .
Molecular pathways disrupted in BTSCs
Multiple intracellular pathways have been implicated to be disrupted in BTSCs. The most likely candidates are those pathways which serve to regulate the self-renewal and proliferative properties of normal stem cells. Sonic hedgehog (SHH) is a secreted protein important in controlling the fate of ventral cell types in the CNS during embryogenesis. Normally, this molecule is thought to control the number of stem cells in the CNS by activating cell surface receptors which activate the GLI family transcription factors [98] . These transcription factors induce the eventual translation of genes which encode proteins necessary for maintaining the ''stemness'' of NSCs in the adult CNS. Numerous brain tumor lines are known to over express GLI genes. Constitutive activation of the SHH pathway has been experimentally shown to induce the formation of medulloblastomas in mice [99] . Conversely, selective inhibitors of the SHH pathway (i.e. cyclopamine) have been shown to reduce the proliferation of human gliomas [16, 100] .
Evidence suggests that the SHH pathway plays an important role in the formation of CNS tumors, although most likely it is not the only pathway disrupted [100] .
Like SHH, notch signaling is thought to be involved in the maintenance of stem cells in the adult CNS. When this secreted molecule activates the notch receptor, intracellular changes activate the HLH family of transcription factors leading to the expression of proteins which maintain ''stemness'' in the adult CNS [101] . Notch deficient mice exhibit enhanced glial and neuronal differentiation, and blockade of notch signaling among medulloblastoma cells results in the increased differentiation of these cells into neurons with a significantly reduced proliferative potential [101] . It was also observed that the blocking the notch pathway in medulloblastoma cells results in a significant reduction in the frequency of tumor formation [102] , with a concurrently reduced number of CD133-positive cells. This suggests that notch signaling may be involved in tumorigenesis by inducing BTSCs to maintain an undifferentiated state. Mitogens and their respective tyrosine kinase receptors, such as EGFR, PDGFR, FGFR, and Met-receptor, have been studied extensively in gliomas. There is increased expression and/or activating mutations of the EGF and PDGF receptors in adult high-grade gliomas [103] , and autocrine loops of PDGF ligand and receptor have been shown to be common among malignant gliomas [104] [105] [106] . The receptors for EGF, FGF, PDGF, and LIF activate the Ras/Raf/MAPK signaling pathway, which has a strong influence on cell proliferation [107] .
In a recent genomic analysis of 22 human GBM samples, all patients had mutations in genes encoding components of one of three pathways, TP53, RB1, PI3K, suggesting that these pathways are critical in the pathogenesis of human gliomas [108] . A critical downstream component of the PI3K pathway is AKT, which is critical to the survival and growth of gliomas [109] . Activating mutations of PI3K are associated with reduced apoptosis, suggesting that this molecule may serve to enhance survival of malignant cells [110, 111] . The RB signaling axis plays a very important role in governing cell cycle progression in many type of cells [108] . Bmi1 lies genetically upstream of the RB signaling axis and plays an important role in sustaining the replication-competent state of normal neural progenitors. Knockout of Bmi1 in the postnatal stages dramatically reduces forebrain SVZ neural progenitors [112] . In the postnatal brain, Bmi1 plays an important role in repressing gene products of p16
INK4a /p19 IARF [113] , even though the cell cycle target of Bmi1 in the developing brain is actually p21 rather than p16
INK4a /p19 IARF [114] . Bmi1 plays an important role in the neural stem cell selfrenewal and function. p16
INK4a , p21, and p53 are important regulator elements in the RB signaling axis which have function in regulating the proliferation of neural progenitor cells. Deletion of p16
INK4a can partially oppose the agerelated decline in the number and self-renal potential of neural progenitors in the SVZ [115] . Loss of function mutations of the p16
INK4a /p19 IARF negative regulators of the RB signaling axis are the most common genetic mutations found in high-grade gliomas. Experiments utilizing p21 null phenotype in mice have demonstrated that p21 contributes to the relative quiescence of neural progenitors, which is necessary for the neural stem cell selfrenewal. p53 is another very important tumor suppressor associated with the RB signaling axis' control of the cell cycle that plays an important role in the regulation of growth and proliferation of NSCs. In mice lacking p53, there is an increased rate of cell proliferation in the adult SVZ as well as increase in the number of cells capable of forming neurospheres in vitro, characteristics similar to BTSCs [116] .
Clinical implications
The majority of human brain tumors exhibit exquisite resistance to both radio-and chemotherapy, and recur despite complete resection of the tumor. This recurrence may be attributable to BTSCs, which migrate throughout the brain parenchyma, and retain the ability to form tumors in adjacent tissue. The BTSC theory maintains that even with resection of the bulk of the tumor stroma, if a tumor initiating stem cell remains in the brain tissue, the malignancy will recur. BTSCs are resistant to many forms of chemotherapeutic agents, and can reconstitute their DNA even after high dose radiotherapy. BTSCs have been shown to exhibit an enhanced ability to repair DNA damage after radiotherapy, in stark contrast to the remainder of the tumor stromal cells which remain sensitive to radiation [10] . It has been observed that the number of CD133 positive cells increases after ionizing radiation therapy despite a decrease in the total number of cells, suggesting that radiation therapy may select for BTSCs, which are more resistance to the DNA damaging effects of radiation treatment [10] .
Multiple strategies can be used to selectively target and destroy the cells responsible for the formation and regeneration of CNS malignancies: (1) Target the intracellular pathways BTSCs rely on for proliferation and migration. The SHH pathway has recently been the focus of intense study in glioma therapy, with the SHH pathway inhibitor cyclopamine showing promise as a clinically effective inhibitor gliomas proliferation [16] . (2) BTSCs can be induced to differentiate into a more committed cell line, losing the ability to self-renew and proliferate into tumor stromal cells. BMP-4 is a strong candidate for this modality of treatment, and already has been shown to reduce the number of CD133-positive cells while enhancing the survival of mice in experimental brain tumor models [15] . (3) Destroying the delicate microvascular niche BTSCs rely on to survive is also being considered as a possible therapeutic target [17] . (4) Finally, recent experimental evidence has shown that neuromodulators have the ability to inhibit the growth and proliferation of tumor neurospheres in vitro. Clinical evidence suggests that Parkinsonian patients matched for age have a lower incidence of CNS tumors, suggesting that the neuromodulatory anti-parkinsonian drugs may deplete the BTSC pool. If found to be clinically anti-tumorigenic, these neuroactive agents would represent an important new class of therapy for brain tumors [117] .
Conclusions
The BTSC hypothesis represents an important advancement in our understanding of the origins of human CNS malignancies, and opens up a new array of potential therapeutic avenues for patients. The BTSC hypothesis suggests that perhaps there is a cell population with stem-like properties that we are inadequately targeting with our treatments. Understanding the mechanisms by which these cells form in the normal pathogenesis of human brain tumors is largely unknown, but a better understanding of these origins will help us create targeted therapy for patients in the future.
